Brentgovel Street
This is the northernmost street in the ‘Medieval Grid’ and terminates the layout created by Abbott Baldwin in the 12th C. It ends the regular orthogonal pattern of streets so to the north the
pattern of development relates more to medieval field layouts and ancient routes. Brentgovel
Street is, despite its origins, effectively in three sections which geometrically do not entirely align.
To the east, between Lower Baxter Street and High Baxter Street, the street relates more to
Looms Lane to the east than the remainder of the Norman street to the west. Here there are late
Georgian houses to the north which are part of the estate which grew along Well Street in the
early 19th C. There are to the south a Victorian Chapel and a 20th C office building, which rather
illustrate the types of changes which have occurred in the secondary 12 th C streets in more modern times. The scale is two or three storeys while red brick and stucco dominates to the south and
white bricks to the north. Footpaths are asphalt as is the road, which here is still a conventional
highway.
The central area has mixed uses and stretches from Well Street to an open service area/turning
space at the end of Short Brackland. Moving westward the built environment is commercial
where it was a more balanced residential and commercial mix of uses to the east. There is also
something of a predominance of modern buildings constructed in the late 1980s/early 1990s,
with Cornhill Walk to the north and McDonald’s building to the south with the rear of Moyses Hall
emerging at the western most south corner. This area is brick and flag paved and has iron bollards
and faux Victorian lamp standards. The public realm has some quality but this was formerly the
site of the town bus station. Cornhill Walk is a retail building which is to be redeveloped and its
lack of use rather lowers the area but nothing like as much as the open space to its south west.
This is an area which seems to have been created to enable heavy vehicles to turn to avoid having
to negotiate Short Brackland or Cornhill. While this was a noble aim, what has been created is a
space which exposes the rear of the commercial buildings in Cornhill to the south with their multiplicity of fire escapes and collections of dumpster bins, as well as illegally parked cars. While the
smart brick pavings extend into this space they really do little to prevent this being an eyesore
and a magnet for anti-social behaviour and a detracting element in the conservation area.
The western most part of the street is pedestrianised to the east but a traditional highway to the
west with flagged footpaths and asphalt road surface. It returns to a street characteristic of the
edges of the Medieval Grid, with two and three storey buildings of different materials but mainly
white brick and stucco but a wide variety of ages. Here, generally, premises are in retail use but
with some associated residential. It is unfortunate this part of the street is rather compromised by
the detracting open space to the east. There are more brick and flag pavings with iron bollards
and faux Victorian light fittings to the east.
2-3 Brentgovel Street - Oxfam+ St Edmunds Butchers
This appears to be a late 20th C faux 17th C pair of shops with residential accommodation over,but
may just be an historic building very heavily restored. The building is in two storeys with an attic
with a single dormer to each unit. Both have three modern multi-pane sash windows to the first
floor, set in stucco render, and modern hardwood shop fronts at ground floor with modern red
brick piers. The roof is clay tiles with plastic rainwater goods, The dormers are modern construction with stucco cheeks and felt roof finish, No 3 has lost its sash window and now has a casement
here.
These may be historic or may contain earlier fabric but what is visible is modern. Notwithstanding
that they do make a modest contribution to the conservation area.

4 Brentgovel Street - Hughes Electrical
This is a building of the late 1970s/early 1980s all in white brick with a slated roof partially hidden
behind a parapet. The construction of the building involved the demolition of the former Kings
Head public house which closed in 1976. It is in two storeys with regular fenestration of four bays
of metal framed sashes at its cantilevering first floor level, repeated on its St John Street elevation, with shop windows and entrance punched into brickwork on the ground floor. The brickwork
is the feature of the building with multiple soldier courses above the ground floor windows, at the
corbelling between the ground and first floors and above the first floor windows, which have projecting cases/bays, and at parapet level.
This is a building with some interest. Its previous use was for a Mothercare store and this is still
commemorated by a Stork and Baby weather vane - a charming feature in the town centre. The
building makes a modest contribution to the conservation area.
93 St John Street - Cook
While strictly a building in St John Street where it has three bays of fenestration but only two in
Brentgovel Street, this is an important corner shop building in three storeys of white brick dating
from the mid 19th C, but remaining in the Georgian tradition. The ground floor has modern shop
fronts and a recessed entrance and canted corner and a deep frieze. Above this the two storeys of
white brickwork have an expressed band at second floor level and sash windows with architraves
at first floor level. The corner is recessed and curved brickwork with a matching sash at each floor.
There is a projecting eave on brackets which largely hides a slate finished roof with plastic rainwater goods. There is rather a conspicuous security camera at second floor level as well as an amount
of other detracting electrical conduit etc.
This is a good building which was designed to turn the corner into St John Street, which it does
admirably. It makes a strong positive contribution to the conservation area.
6 Brentgovel Street - Celebration Nails
This is a three storey white brick shop premises with residential on the upper floors. The building
dates from the mid-late 19th C and while the ground floor is a modern rebuilding in a sort of historic style, the upper floors remain as they would have been built each with two sash windows with
enriched stone bands at cill level on both floors and another deeper one at the lintol levels- stopping at the plain stone lintols. The lintol bands extend across the east facing flanks of the building
where there is also a large chimney stack. The slated roof is not really visible. Metal rainwater
goods.
A handsome building which makes a positive contribution to the conservation area.
7 Brentgovel Street
Now vacant, this is a two storey shop unit which seems more interesting than it appears externally
and may repay further study. Certainly the building has been heavily rebuilt/restored externally,
and has many interventions internally, but there is historic carpentry in the building.
Externally though the building has a ground floor rebuilt in the later 20 th C, with modern shop
fronts, entrance joinery and frieze. Above this the first floor is in stucco render with two modern
multipane architraved sashes facing south and one facing east. The roof has clay tiled finish and
has been relevelled in recent time as evidenced by the scar on the east elevation of No 6. It is
hipped and has plastic rainwater goods. It is positive in the Conservation Area

Cornhill Walk
This is a (relatively) small shopping centre building of the 1980s, but quite large in the conservation area. It is now vacant and is due to be remodelled/replaced. The building occupies the site of
a former art deco Odeon cinema which was demolished circa 1983 along with other commercial
properties including the White Lion public house. The present building dates from a time of retail
expansion in the town centre but it makes no contribution to the conservation area and its removal is accepted so there seems little point in further describing it here,

12-13 Brentgovel Street
This is a pair of what appear to be, particularly in light of their flank elevation to Well Street being in
white bricks, either a part of an earlier building with an early 19 th C flank or a construction entirely of
that date. What is clear is that the two storey shops each have a restaurant use, seemingly at both
ground and first floor levels. They both have on their south elevation a large modern shop front and
frieze while the first floor has a pair of mutipane sashes, with architraves set in stucco render finish.
No 13 has what appears to be a late 18th C doorcase with a pediment and a half glazed door. The
doorcase appears to have been salvaged from elsewhere as the door doesn’t fit it. The slated roof is
barely visible, and there are plastic rainwater goods.
The east facing elevation in Well Street has three window bays with flat gauged arches, and at ground
level two windows and a door. The window joinery matches that on the south elevation, somewhat
unusually with architraves - this suggests all the windows could be later replacements. The door is
obviously modern.
An interesting pair which make a positive contribution to the conservation area.
18 Brentgovel Street
A single house presumably developed immediately after the terrace of three listed ‘Well Street’ type
late Georgian early 19th C houses to the west. This house shares some of their detail and matches their
white brick. It is also three storeys with two window bays and flat gauged arches to their openings but
No 18 has slightly higher storey heights and a stone plat band at first floor level. It appears that much
of the ground floor brickwork has been rebuilt but the entrance door with arched opening and fanlight
appear all original, as does the entrance door with upper raised and fielded panels and lower flush
beaded ones. The windows are plastic casements (faux sashes) above the ground floor and an ill-fitting
sash otherwise. The slate finished roof is not visible. Plastic rainwater goods.
In some ways it is a surprise this building was not included in the listing of the adjacent terrace, even if
just for group value. Notwithstanding that and despite the fortunate replacement plastic framed windows which are entirely out of keeping, it makes a positive contribution to the conservation area, and
the setting of the adjacent listed buildings.
19-20 Brentgovel Street - Revels Outdoors Bike Shop
This is a rarity in Bury St Edmunds, a ‘moderne’ style ‘art deco’ building from the interwar years and,
presumably about 1935. In two symmetrical storeys this purpose built shop has a tripartite front at
ground level, with original steel framed windows set within a stucco rendered case and frieze which
has slight references to classical precedents but is wholly of the 20 th C. The first floor is red brick and
Flemish bond with white mortar and had three principal bays, a narrower one to the centre with tripartite window and this is flanked by similar wings each with three bays of fenestration. The window
openings have soldier course lintols. It is somewhat curious that the window joinery is multipane sashes, but it was not unheard of for such buildings to be fitted with such windows (there were very many
telephone exchanges in a similar style fenestrated in this manner at that time). The flat roof is hidden
behind a parapet.
The east elevation to Garland Street is completely in matching brickwork and has four sash windows
to the first floor and one to the ground, along with three tripartite sash windows.
This is a well-designed building in good materials and is beautifully maintained; it adds to the variety
and makes a positive contribution to the conservation area.

22 Brentgovel Street
This appears to be a two storey 17th C house which is part of a terrace with the listed Kings Arms public
house to its west. It was, like the pub remodelled in the 19 th C when, in common with so many houses,
a shop front was added and the fenestration pattern altered. It certainly appears to be wooden framed
and has a stucco finish. It extends into Lower Baxter Street with a rear extension which is a slightly
lower two story block behind the east facing gable. The extension is presumably 19 th C. To Brentgovel
Street there is a mid/late 19th C architraved tripartite sash window at first floor level and a wood
framed modern faux shop front and entrance door below a wooden frieze. Some of the material here
may be Victorian but has been heavily remodelled. The extension has a single architraved sash window
at first floor and a pair at ground floor along with a modern entrance door in what appears to be a
Victorian architraved case with a small porch/ cornice.
This is a rather charming cottage and it is perhaps surprising it is not listed as part of the group with the
neighbouring Kings Arms. It does make a strong positive contribution to the conservation area.
Trinity Methodist Church
A late 19th C chapel building of some size which opened in 1878. Three tall storeys to the street front,
which has a 1970s addition in a contemporary style which contrasts with the main body of the church
which is visible in High Baxter Street (see High Baxter Street). In Brentgovel Street the building sets
back from the pavement and there is no boundary wall or railings to differentiate or denote the line of
the street, which is disappointing. The elevation here is in three storeys of red brick with a deep rendered band below first floor level making a strong division between the ground and upper floors. That
band extends vertically as a cross on the eastern side of the upper storeys. To the centre of these is a
double storey height bay of four windows at each floor with expressed projecting brick piers and the
window aprons have soldier course brickwork to contrast. This arrangement is repeated for another
single bay of fenestration to the west side. On the ground floor the fenestration is arranged to relate to
that above but here are narrow storey height slit windows, six to the centre and two to the west flank.
The windows are all steel framed casements. The contemporary hardwood glazed entrance door and
screen are below the cross on the east side.
Above the 1970s addition, the gable of the nave of the original church building may be seen towering
over the later extension. A slated roof of a western element is also visible.
This is a building which is reasonable quality and in good materials but, overall its contribution to the
conservation area is neutral.
24 Brentgovel Street - H+H Hair
This is a handsome house of the early 19th C which is now in use as a hairdressers, apparently on both
of its two floors. In two storeys of white bricks to Brentgrovel Street and with an extensive stucco
finished extension to High Baxter Street. The main street elevation is in three bays with original multipane sashes to the first floor, with gauged arches and a central blind window and at the ground
floor flanking (presumably modern) tripartite multipane sashes in cases with pediments and a central
entrance door with an arched head and fanlight but modern glazed door. The east facing elevation is
also in brick with relief blind panels.
On High Baxter Street there are three original multipane architraved sashes to the first floor and on the
ground floor three similar sashes in cases which appear modern in an early 19 th C style. To both extremes are modern glazed entrance doors in faux period cases with pediments.
There is a hipped slated roof and brick chimney stack along with plastic rainwater goods. This is a handsome building which has had some significant interventions/remodelling in the later 20 th C but its contribution to the conservation area is strongly positive and, in some ways, it is surprising it is not listed
for group value in view of the other early 19th C buildings opposite most of which have statutory protection.

27-28 Brentgovel Street
This building appears to be a pair of three storey narrow fronted early 19th C houses the one to the
west ( No 28) having a shop at ground floor level while the other (No 27) now seems to be related to
other premises with no entrance as such but a modern fire escape door to the street.
The building’s street elevation is in white bricks with flat gauged arches over all the openings except
the later 19th C shop front. The fenestration is in what appear to be modern sashes with their boxes
on the brick face. The ground floor window and the shop front are all blacked out from when it was
incorporated into a shop unit on Cornhill (now Greggs but the work was carried out as part of the
development for a Next unit before that business relocated to the Arc shopping centre).. The roof is
slated with plastic rain water goods and large brick chimney stack.
The west side elevation, which is stucco rendered, shows evidence of earlier neighbours, now lost,
but has subsequently been fenestrated by rather randomly located modern casements. To the east
of this is the refuse dumpster area to the rear of Moyses Hall and a rather untidy accretion of fire
escape staircases and enclosures which all rather detract from the conservation area.
This is an interesting property but, due to its location, somewhat overlooked pair of historic houses
which would benefit from better ground floor uses (in particular) and a general improvement to their
setting. There are some good buildings in this part of Brentgrovel Street and this is one of them. It
makes a positive contribution to the conservation area on its street elevation and is especially important in screening views from the west. Its east elevation is neutral.
34 Brentgovel Street - Amigos Restaurant
This appears to be an early/mid 19th C building in three storeys with a modern ground floor shop
front and deep frieze and upper storeys each with single multipane sash windows set in stucco faced
brickwork. The window joinery is modern at first floor and may be original on the second. The slated
roof is not really visible from street level, but the plastic rainwater goods are.
A good building typical of the conservation area and while the shop front detracts the building overall makes a good positive contribution to the conservation area.
35-36 Brentgovel Street - A Plan Insurance
This is a large 1980s development on two storeys which stretches around the corner into St Andrew’s Street South. It was initially built for Glasswells, an established local furniture retailer who
previously occupied premises on this site prior to redevelopment. The business relocated to larger
premises at Newmarket Road in 1996. The building has at No 35 a single bay with a steep gable but
otherwise has blind white brickwork to the first floor while at ground floor there are modern shop
fronts which are divided by large brick piers. There is a canted corner with a clock at first floor level
and otherwise the stretcher bond brick work has five blind panels on each elevation with a deep
faux stone cornice and a parapet above which a steep slated roof is visible.
No 35 is a curiosity. It has matching brickwork and a faux stone cornice to the gable and a single sash
window at first floor level. This has a salvaged early 20 th C stone lintol and a separate date stone of
1906, which both presumably came from the previous building on the site.
This is a polite building which was clearly designed to fit into its location and overall its contribution
to the conservation area is modestly positive.

